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Stan Heiderscheidt, Centuria, Wis., and his
brother CJ, Princeton, Minn., both took jobs
in the city when they left the northwestern
Wisconsin farm where they grew up.

“Having been raised on the farm, we had
to get out of the city on weekends a lot,” Stan
says. Often, they went camping in northern
Minnesota.

It was on one of these trips in the early
1970's that the Heiderscheidts found three old
Deere H tractors for sale. They bought them,
hauled them home, and restored one with
parts from the other two. It wasn’t long be-
fore they found another H and were able to

use pieces they still had to put it back together.
Stan says that was the beginning of their

John Deere collection that now numbers
about 90 tractors, plus a number of plows,
discs and mowing machines.

“We began buying, restoring and selling
tractors. We did a lot of H’s because we could
sell them to people with small acreages or
large lawns to mow,” he continues. “We’d
reinvest the money we made on the sales in
more tractors. At that time, you could buy
old tractors for next to nothing.”

Their collection today still includes one of
their first H’s. There’s also a 630 Stan dug

out of a creek near Rice Lake, Wisconsin that
is significant mostly because of the amount
of work it took to restore it. They also have a
few tracked tractors, including a BO and an
MO. “We have an early G and an unstyled B
with a wide front end,” he says.

Nearly every year for the past decade, the
Heiderscheidts have hauled all their tractors
from storage buildings in Minnesota and
Wisconsin to Stan’s farm, where they’re
cleaned, checked out and put on display. Then
they go back into storage again. Because stor-
age space is at a premium, the collection is
limited in size. And although the bulk of the

collection is Deere, there are a few red and
yellow Massey Harrises sprinkled through the
sheds.

While they continue to collect and restore,
Stan says they’ve slowed down a little. “The
better collectible tractors are mostly gone
now, so we aren’t able to buy as many as we
could early on,” he says. Still, he makes the
rounds of farm auctions and machinery sales
and even searches the internet looking for
tractors.

Contact: FARM SHOW Followup, Stan
Heiderscheidt, 2020 180th Ave., Centuria,
Wis. 54824 (ph 715 646-2186).

Stan Heiderscheidt’s John Deere collection includes about 90 tractors, plus a number of plows, discs and mowing machines.

Scores Of Tractors Spring From “Little Hobby”

“Shade Umbrella” Made
From Rebar And Vines

Joe Merrill loves to relax under his home
made arbor in the shape of an umbrella. He
used the old parts to build a 7-ft. tall frame
for a Scuppernong vine plant. This grapevine,
which grows primarily in warm climates and
can be hundreds of years old, provides dense
coverage for the umbrella.  It is a cheap way
to make a beautiful arbor with which to en-
joy the outdoors.

Merrill had seen other structures like his,
but none made from recycled machine parts.
He took a 10-ft. piece of 2 1/2-in. pipe and
mounted it in concrete, 3 ft. in the ground.
The canopy frame is made of 5/8-in. and 1/
2-in. rebar. “The joints in the canopy are held
together with stainless steel water hose
clamps,” says Merrill. “And the canopy is
attached to the trunk with a large muffler
clamp,” he notes.

“Because there are six runners in the vine,
I decided to make a six-sided bench to go
under the arbor. The bench is made of 2 by
12-in. boards,” he says. The rebar can hardly
be seen any more and the vine umbrella re-
ally adds to the yard.”

Contact: FARM SHOW Followup, Joe F.
Merrill, 24309 County Road 32, Opp, Ala-
bama 36467.

It looks like a big tree , but Joe Merrill’s arbor is actually a vine growing on a metal
structure made from pieces of steel rebar.

Merrill built a bench out of wood at the
base of the arbor.

Water hose clamps hold rebar structure
together.




